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de boer (Los Angeles) is pleased to present A Women Under the Influence, a solo exhibition by
Brooklyn based painter Eunnam Hong, her first with the gallery. The exhibition debuts a series of
psychologically charged self portraits, painted in oil on canvas. Each painting in the series is
composed from combined reference photographs Hong has taken of herself that harken both the
screens of cinema and the glossy centerfolds of fashion magazines. Hong’s surreal portraits
painted with exceptional intensity and luminosity center around the multitudes of self, interior
worlds, and the individuals' participation in one’s own image.

Hong imagines particular fragile and quiet moments emphasizing each figure in such a way as to
draw out the hidden emotions of the human psyche. The title of the exhibition ‘A Woman Under the
Influence' is a direct reference to the 1974 film directed by John Cassavetes. Much like the
film, Hong's paintings only gradually reveal themselves finding strength in subtle differences or
similarities. Hong’s employment of a repetitive figure, a double, or doubles within a painting
pull into focus the smallest of objects, gestures, choices of clothing, or posture. Hong’s nearly
monochromatic palettes, only occasionally warmed by other colors, add to the aura of emotional
tension. The paintings in the exhibition are all set within the confines of an interior space
that is at once specific and at the same time vague; operating as both domestic and austere
simultaneously. This feeling of domestic suspense is ever present, it is a certain claustrophobia
– we never see a skyline or tree. Hong’s paintings find comfort in the uncomfortable, and vice
versa; uncannily familiar yet entirely strange.

Palpable throughout the work is Hong’s negotiation of her personal life although her face and
identity remain obscured through the recurring motif of a blonde wig. Both a reference and a tool
that obscures her face, creating the image of a generic aging female. The wig references many
films, most specifically the character ‘Woman in Blonde Wig’ from Wong Kar-wai’s 1994 film ‘Chung
King Express’. The specificity of the reference is both important and irrelevant all at once but
the employment results in paintings that feel like experiencing a dreamy, beautiful, unsettling
coming-of-age story.

The only portrait in the exhibition that does not feature a repetitive figure, or double, is
‘Sitting Right, 2022’. The painting features just one figure, Hong herself, sitting in a yellow
dress with knees together and shoulders straight on a single chair wearing a blonde wig. The
portrait operates as an antithesis to the exhibition. The domestic suspense created through the
obscurity of setting is contrasted by the references her posture conjures of proper manners,
scolding, and gender norms. At large in Hong’s work a viewer is not given any answers but rather
brought into a discussion or simple awareness of some of the problems in surviving in a society
where very few people are fully liberated, even within the confines of their own home, mind, or
body.
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Eunnam Hong is a Brooklyn based artist born in Gangwon-do, South Korea. Largely inspired by film
and fashion, Eunnam Hong makes delicately rendered self portrait paintings that often include
multiples of the same figure within one space. Hong’s oil paintings present intimate, unnatural,
and quiet settings that refer directly back to her own inner world. Working from her own
photographs and obscuring her face with a blonde wig, Hong creates ambiguous main characters; A
motif inspired from, and appears in, many films such as John Cassavetes, Rainer Fassbinder, and
even more specifically in the character ‘Woman in Blonde Wig’, played by Brigitte Lin, in Wong
Kar-wai’s Chungking Express.

Image:
Eunnam Hong, I, 2022, oil on canvas, 24 x 30 in.
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